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having been offered  with  the Atma-rnantra,  Uhree   times
three.
"Om  Ham    oblation   with  obeisance to   the   noose  of
the  phase, of   beatitude   beyond   that   of   absolute bliss."
The ritt  of   Tarpana  (propitiation)    should   be   performed
with the preceding  mantra,   " Om,   Ham,  Ham,   Ham,   Put,
Oblation with obeisance  to  the  noose  (meaning  the  above
said thread) of beatitude beyond  that  of  pure   bliss," the
rite of lumination (Deepana) having been performed with the
above  mantra, for considering  the  beatitudes as pervading
the five  occult  nerve  ganglia,  through which they become
respectively patent   and    perceptible    (33—34).     To  that
end, the thread should  be  smeared  with   clarified  butter
coloured with saffron, and the god  Shiva with his attendants i
should be worshipped therein, with  the "Vala"  mantra  fol-
lowed by the  mantra "Hun  Put/'  by piercing through the
occult nerve ganglia in due succession. The preceptor should
concentrate his vital  energy  on  his own heart,  and  only
confine his life-energy to that  part of his  body while taking
hold of, and tying the thread by, uttering the following mantra.
" Houm, Ham, Hun, Put/' I take hold of the Shyantatkakala
(phase of beatific knowledge   beyond  that of pure   bibs)
; and tie up the same round my body.   The above  mantra
should be repeated  while Accepting, taking hold  of, and
tying 'the   above thread,    which   stands,  as   it were, for
the bonds of the world (36).   The seated  preceptor should
place ihe above thread on  the shoulder of the disciple (if
male) for completing the rite, and hundred times offer the
"Homa" oblation with the principal  mantra for expiadag
all sins of the disciple.   The Horaa ceremony should be
performed in a covered saucer, ia ifce case where the disdpl*
is of the male-sex, and on an overturned saucer in the case
of a female disciple (37—38).  The thread should be covered
over with the essence of the Hrid mantra, and worshipped with
the same, on having been made pafe by worshipping the

